A Guide to replacement
sash windows in
conservation areas
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What is a conservation area?
The First conservation areas were created in 1967, and there are now over 8000
conservation areas in England.
Conservation areas vary greatly in their nature and character. They range from historic towns
and cities, 18th – 19th century suburbs, model housing estates, country houses, to historic
transport links.
Section 69 of the Civic amenities Act 1967 gave local authorities the power to designate
properties as being within an area, as Conservation areas. Which have a special
architectural or historic interest that the local council wants to preserve or enhance.

Testimonials
Planning inspector, Bristol Council
“The window of this appeal appears to replicate a traditional sliding sash window very
closely. The effect is so convincing that it is difficult to differentiate between the two (original
wooden sash windows and Bygone window) even at close quarters”.

Senior Technical Officer, Wigan Council
“We used Masterframe Windows as they are better value than hardwood, but give the same
appearance. The windows have a deep bottom rail and glazing bar with a unique
continuous horn, which masterframe clearly spent a lot of time and effort on, making it the
best feature.

Conservation Officer, London Borough of Haringey, Clyde Circus Conservation Area
“The replacement units are made of U-PVC but are of a high quality design which
accurately replicates the style and painted timber finish of the existing single glazed timber
units. From the submitted material by the applicant, it is considered that the replacement
window would preserve the traditional character of the building and conservation area”.

Senior Planning Officer, The Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea
“Having reviewed therefore with the sample, I am content that these windows would be of a
similar appearance to the original wood windows. Therefore with the replacement of the
windows with those that I viewed (i.e. the timber effect graining) would be permitted
development, and planning permission would not be required”.
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Listed Buildings
The Grades in England are I, II* and II but in Scotland and Northern
Ireland they are replaced by grades A, B and C. The buildings are graded
to show their relative architectural or historic interest:
• Grade I buildings are of an exceptional historic architectural interest
• Grade II* are particularly important buildings of more than a special interest
• Grade II are of special interest, warranting every effort to preserve them
• Article 4 (2) Direction can be introduced by the local planning authority and it is to encourage the retention of the high
quality features of buildings in the Conservation Area. Planning permission will be required for a number of changes
including windows and doors.
• Article 4 (1) Direction can be introduced by the local planning authority but requires to be approved by the government.
Planning permission will be required for a number of changes including windows and doors.
Listing currently protects approximately 500,000 buildings, of which the majority – over 90% – are Grade II. Grade I and II*
buildings may be eligible for English Heritage grants for urgent major repairs. You are extremely unlikely to get any form of
grant for a Grade II or C Listing building.

Listed Building Consent
Anyone who wants to demolish a listed building, or to alter
or extend one in any way that affects its character, must
obtain ‘listed building consent’ from the local planning
authority, or in some circumstances from the secretary of
state. The procedure is similar to that for obtaining planning
permission. It is an offence to demolish, alter or extend a
listed building without listed building consent and the
penalty can be a fine of an unlimited amount, up to twelve
months’ imprisonment, or both.

Appeals
If an application for listed building consent is refused by the
local planning authority, or granted subject to conditions,
the applicant has a right of appeal to the secretary of state.
On receipt of an appeal, the Secretary of State will normally
hold a local inquiry if either the applicant or the local
authority ask him to do so. The procedure for appealing is
virtually identical with the procedure for appealing against a

Authentic Georgian
style sash window

refusal of planning permission, but the applicant can
include, as one of the grounds of appeal, an argument that
the building concerned is not of special architectural or
historic interest and ought not to be listed.
VAT
Some listed buildings enjoy a more favourable position on
the payment of Value Added Tax on works than unlisted
buildings. Repairs and alterations to unlisted buildings are
subject to VAT at the standard rate, but alterations to listed
buildings that are designed as dwellings or used for
qualifying residential or non business charity purposes,
together with those that are being converted to such use,
are not subject to VAT as long as the work is carried out by
a VAT registered builder and with listed building consent.
This relief only applies to alterations to qualifying listed
buildings carried out with the appropriate consent. VAT
remains payable on repairs and other works which do not
require consent and also to alterations carried out to any
other non – qualifying listed building.

Victorian Style
sash windows
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Masterframe’
s
Views
on conservation areas.
Georgian house in South West London
with modern PVC sash windows

We are passionate about sash windows, but please
understand that we also feel there are great buildings that
need to be maintained in their original state for the safe
keeping of the nation’s history. Masterframe believe, due
to the outstanding design of our windows, that they are
suitable for some Grade II listed buildings and for many
conservation areas. We have designed our windows as
closely as possible to the originals by including details
such as continuous horns, deep bottom rails, chamfered
sashes and astragal bars to recreate the original “putty
line” and even a white wood grain finish to remove the
shiny plastic look of most PVCu windows.
From our research we believe that most conservation
officers don’t dislike PVCu, they just instinctively think of
the thousands of the unsightly PVCu casement windows
that many owners have installed at some stage, which has
changed the character of the property and in some cases
ruined the appeal of the area.

A mixture of original timber and PVC sash windows
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Case Study 1
Article 4 listed, Macclesfield Borough Council
Nigel and Christine appealed against their council’s
outdated policies and won the support of the Office of
the Deputy Prime Minister on appeal.
Here’s the story, in their own words.
“In the first place, we were determined to keep what is a
perfectly good window.”
The Borough Council's guidance on what can be
installed in Article 4 Direction properties in the local
Conservation Area was written in 1992.

This took us into the Appeal Process using John Prescott's
Planning Inspectorate.
We had six months to submit our appeal, so from April to
August 2005 we spent a lot of time preparing our
submission as professionally as possible. This incurred
some cost (printing, photographic and stationery), but was
worth it. We submitted it in early September 2005. The
period from then to the end of November 2005 was spent
commenting on the Council's submission to the Planning
Inspectorate and us enlisting more support from third
parties - the Town Mayor, a County Councillor and the local
Civic Society.
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“We believed it was too restrictive.”
“Window materials have improved since then and we
wanted the Council to agree that now is the time to accept
that there are PVCu windows which are sympathetic to the
design and appearance of older buildings.

The Planning Inspector came out, independently, to look at
the window at the end of November 2005 and upheld our
appeal, granting planning permission for the window on 4th
January 2006.
This was a victory for commonsense!

Unfortunately, everybody in the Planning Department was
completely against PVC in any shape or form. They were
very patronising, obstructive and sometimes rude to us,
and indicated that the window would have to come out.
We asked for meetings with the Chief Planning Officer
several times, but were completely ignored. Even the
Planning Officer dealing with our case was unwilling to
come out for a site meeting. This made us determined to
apply for Retrospective Planning Permission and, if we lost,
go to appeal.

It proves that you can succeed if you believe you are right
and prepared to persevere, in spite of all the odds. There
were times when we felt like throwing in the towel,
particularly when the weight of public bodies was against
us, but now when we can enjoy our success.
Let's hope this decision sets a precedent for others to
be able to install PVCu windows that are sympathetic
to their surroundings.”
Kind regards,

The Retrospective Planning Permission process was very
stressful.

Nigel and Christine

It ran from January to March, when the Main Planning
Committee refused our application. During that time we
lobbied Town Councillors, our local Borough Councillor,
spoke on local radio stations and had articles published in
local newspapers. We even wrote to members of the Main
Planning Committee and gave a speech at their meeting at
which they refused Planning Permission.

Conservation Areas Guide
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Case Study 2

Case Study 3

Article 4 (2) listed, Guildford Council

Civic Award for restoration, Wigan Council

A council objected to 6 Bygone sash windows (PVCu)
being installed whilst the work was on site.
The installation company being told to immediately withdraw
from site before replacing any other windows. The property
was Article 4 directive and the appropriate planning
permissions had not been obtained.
Here the council had a ban on PVCu, it was their policy that
PVCu was not suitable for conservation areas especially
Article 4 directives. Again the owner felt the council’s refusal
was unfair and objected to the notice, even though they
hadn’t obtained the correct prior consent.
Situated in a Conservation Area, a semi-detached two
storey property the owners sought to replace the existing
timber sash windows with PVCU grain effect sash windows
to front elevation (Article 4 (2) Direction). The council felt the
proposed windows did not preserve or enhance the
buildings appearance and would detract from the character
of the Conservation Area.
The windows proposed, copy the sash styling and consist
of modern PVCu double-glazed units furnished with
modern float and not traditional glass. The company range
is from the 'Bygone' range of vertical sliding white wood
effect PVCu windows which have been developed to match
original timber sash windows.

Clearly the authority was satisfied the owners did in fact
care for the appearance as much as they, as they go on to
say;
This case is finely balanced in that the applicants have
clearly researched the matter and chosen a product that
tries to replicate the appearance of timber sash windows.
This is recognised and welcomed. However there is no
escaping the fact that these windows are not timber and
are in fact plastic windows.
The case officer has visited the site on several occasions
and is satisfied that in this case a refusal could not be
sustained as it will ultimately be difficult to distinguish
between timber and PVCu because of the quality of the
window type and design proposed.

There are councils who seek to conserve the heritage
of an area, one such council is Wigan.
Here they took a run down part of town, and restored it to
its former glory. Their brief was to improve the lives of their
tenants whilst retaining the character of the neighbourhood.
Over the years you can imagine, every type, style and
colour of poor plastic, aluminum, and yes even poorly
designed timber windows had been fitted, it was a
complete mish mash of fenestration.
Seeking to restore the Victorian feel to their properties,
they installed over 100 PVCu sash windows with the latest
thermal efficient glazing and acoustic glass for the benefit
of the home owners on main roads.

Not only were the residents delighted their refurbished
homes were energy efficient, secure and wholly in keeping
with the Victorian era, Wigan themselves won civic awards
for the improvement scheme.
As their Senior Technical Officer said;
“We used Masterframe Windows as they are better value
than hardwood, but give the same appearance. The
windows have a deep bottom rail and glazing bar and a
unique continuous horn, which Masterframe clearly spent a
lot of time and effort on, making it the best feature on the
Vintage collection. It is an excellent product, with very
positive feedback from customers”

The article 4 direction provides control over such matters,
however the applicant has acknowledged the Conservation
Area Status and controls exercised by the article 4(2)
direction by choosing a superior plastic window which
successfully imitates the timber sash design and on
that basis the application should be supported.

After

Before

After

After
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Case Study 4

Case Study 5

World Heritage site, Conwy Castle

Article 4 directive, Scott James

When the owners of a Bed & Breakfast considered
replacement windows their planners were naturally
interested in the proposal especially as the property
stands within the walls of Conwy Castle, a World
Heritage site in Wales.

The council had an eyesore of a building. Some years
before owners had installed wholly inappropriate
aluminum sash windows into the existing box frames.
These ruined the aesthetics of the property and its
surrounding neighbourhood.

Having seen the sample and much careful consideration,
they approved the installation of our sash windows.

Masterframe sash windows (PVCu) were however approved
as suitable replacements, as they matched the existing
timber sash windows. The property in question is
photographed here, and hopefully illustrates the authenticity
previously described.

Once installed, the owners said, “they’re superb, they’re
really keeping with the original Victorian style, and we’re
amazed with the noise reduction” (as it’s on a busy main
road) and their guests noticed “how much warmer the
place felt”.
The sash windows in the property on the right retains the
traditional feel, in stark contrast to the unauthorized
replacement of unsympathetic casements next door (left)
which are clearly out of character.

Yet this approval does not extend to the remaining sash
windows in the same property, consequently part of the home
is warm, energy efficient and secure, the remainder isn’t!
PVCu windows in the same building as timber
originals…..spot the difference!

Conservation Areas Guide
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Product & Design
Your new sashes will usually consist of two sliding squares, each retaining a doubleglazed, sealed unit. In most cases, “the split” in the height will give you equal sashes.
Most PVC frames incorporate a 20mm recess, by making the top sashes from a
narrower section than the lower sash, your windows will avoid an unattractive “step”
which occurs if the same size sections are used (equal sight lines).
This unbalanced appearance is particularly noticeable when Georgian or Victorian patterns are
being used. By equalising the upper and lower glass widths as we do, and adjusting the
heights, it is possible to have perfectly balanced proportions on Georgian panes, it’s vital this
detail is not overlooked, otherwise the entire look of your home may change. Your new
windows will be constructed using a combination of three different profile sizes, you can be
certain that the proportions will be as close to the original timber window as is possible,
retaining the original sightlines, framing the window perfectly in the opening.
When extruding companies compete for market position and introduce new products they
often do so at the expense of authenticity …that is why we have designed our own sash
profiles, to recreate the “putty line” that virtually every original sash window had.
If an Ovolo detail is required externally on the sash, that’s also available on some of our
collections. Internally most beading and bars were Ovolo in shape…that’s exactly what you
get with all of our windows.

Continuous Horns

Unique Georgi® Clips

Ovolo Sash Windows
Horns
After 1850 the introduction of plate glass allowed sash
windows to be much larger with only one or maybe two
panes of glass to each sash, so decorative horns had to be
added to strengthen the junction of the meeting rail with the
frame and it also meant that it prevented the sash being
pulled down too far and loosening the lead weights inside
the original box sash.
Today, the cheapest option is to have artificial, slide on or
stuck on imitations to simulate the horned appearance. All
too often these are less than convincing as they reveal a
horizontal line that simply did not exist on original box sash
windows. By carefully machining the contours the side jamb
sections now extend below the top sash producing an
authentic continuous horn, butt jointed and totally realistic.
Adding Depth, Character and Shadow Lines
Traditionally window companies have looked for the cheapest
and easiest way to put Georgian bars on to double-glazing.
This has resulted in most windows having Georgian “canes”
placed inside the two sheets of glass because for the window
companies, they are cheap to produce.
However, they are extremely dull and a very poor imitation
of the real thing. They rarely look real and act as an
immediate give away.
The brilliant white bars never get rained on or touched so
at first they “may” look similar to the rest of your new
windows, but in time they will shout out “DOUBLE
GLAZING” as they stay brilliant white against the
weathered feel of the rest of the window.
This is one very important way that cheap double-glazing
can devalue your property!

External view “Original Look” with a Deep Bottom rail

Chamfered Sash Windows

A cam catch for elegant strength and security

If cost is your main concern, then you may want internal
bars even though the look is not authentic. If not, you

should consider surface mounted, “real-feel”, bonded
astragal bars which adds a third dimension to your
windows, protruding from the surface of the glass the way
the Muntin bars used to on the originals, so creating depth,
character and shadow lines.
3 Steps guaranteeing Georgian Bars stay secure
Whilst astragal bars recreate the original look and feel of
authentic Georgian bars. Some companies that fit them,
mostly rely on adhesive tapes to keep them in place, but
consider this…
How do you open your existing sash windows?
Do you use the handles?
Probably not, because most people push, pull, or even lift
their sash windows using the Georgian bars! This causes a
big problem because the bars come off in your hand!
This happens because most companies that copy the
concept will cut the bars into small pieces, a typical design
with six panes in each sash would have 20 separate bars
on the window. Masterframe are different by doing a 3 step
process:- The bars are firstly taped securely to your window
and then an amazing and patented design allows them to
interlock securely with each other where they meet. Finally
they are secured permanently in place with unique Georgie
-clips, which is another patented design, that means each
bar is continuous, cut to fit the sash snugly and guaranteed
to remain securely in place at all times.
Cam Catches Eliminate the Weak Spot in vertical sliders
Perhaps the weakest component on old sash windows was
the Cam Catch.
Burglars had easy access to many homes because they
could easily flick open the old style latch with something
as simple as a butter knife!

Conservation Areas Guide
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is why uniquely, on every Masterframe window that
exceeds the safe size for the standard easy-clean tilt
restrictors, a short pair of safety stays are fitted. So if large
windows are accidentally opened they remain vertical,
unable to hurt anyone or anything.
You’ll find we are the only manufacturer to fit safety stays,
which are a shorter version of the tilt restrictor and although
they do not allow for cleaning, they WILL prevent accidents.
Dry walls, whatever the weather
Your window frame is a 3-sided construction that is welded
at the top corners.
Lockable limit stops for Safe and
Long-Lasting Windows

Tilt knob

Not any more! With a choice of elegant colours, the superb
key locking cam gives you all the strength and security
required to deter unwanted visitors. Masterframe has
gained SECURED BY DESIGN please contact the sales
office for further information.

Limit Stops - Critical to Safety, especially in
children’s rooms
Limit Stops are spring-loaded devices that prevent a window
from opening beyond 100mm …particularly important for
bedroom windows where there are young children!
Some manufacturers fit nylon limit stops, which save
money, but these cannot be locked, which means your
window may be opened beyond a safe distance. For your
peace of mind, you should look for lockable limit stops to
ensure your limit stops do their job properly.
When requesting this option on all Masterframe windows, you
will find not just one, but two limit stops, which are lockable.
This is because experience has shown that where only one
limit stop is fitted, over time, the lower sash will twist,
because when the lower sash bangs into the upper sash,
the lower sash becomes trapezoidal in shape, loosening
the glass setting blocks, which leads to the glass becoming
loose in the sash.
By fitting a pair of limit stops, any force from banging the
sashes is equalised, which means that the limit stops are
actually keeping the sashes square for the life of the
window and aesthetically balancing its appearance.
You’ll find all modern sash windows are designed to tilt
inwards to allow for ease of cleaning. Short spring loaded
“bolts” engage the sash behind the frame section.
Most are just plastic, not very strong and sometimes half
moon shaped, a bit difficult sometimes, fiddly or
cumbersome to operate.

Safe, easy cleaning

Again these latches have been specially designed…
Steel reinforced, the rounded shape of the knob matches
that of the cam catches to enhance the beauty of your
finished window.
Not just easy cleaning …but safe as well
With sashes often weighing over 40kg, it is vital that a pair
of stays is fitted to each sash, both top and bottom.
These bars are known as Tilt Restrictors, that allows sliding
sashes to be tilted in for safe cleaning.
Some companies will save costs by fitting tilt restrictors to
the lower sash only, or by fitting just a single tilt restrictor to
each sash.
This is a false economy, as a pair of tilt restrictors on each
sash provides double the safety for you, as without them
there is a risk that sashes could fall out of the frame and
into the room.
Some tilt restrictors can be extremely sharp, acting as
scissors on the brush pile and therefore reducing the
effectiveness of the pile and allowing air to create drafts
after a short period of time.
On Masterframe windows, the Tilt Restrictor edges have
been specially rounded to ensure the tilt restrictor will roll
past the brush pile, leaving the pile to do its job
…preventing drafts.
Complete safety - even with the largest sash windows
Particularly large sashes should not be allowed to tilt for
cleaning, as the sash is simply too heavy and exceeds the
maximum permissible weight to be tilted safely.
Unbelievably, in these circumstances, many companies fit
nothing at all!

Where the two frame jambs join the cill, most window
manufacturers will apply a wet silicone seal to help prevent
leaks or moisture ingress through your frames. This can be
risky, as sometimes the windows are moved before the
silicone sets or even worse; the factory forgets to apply the
silicone altogether.
You will not know this has happened until you see damp
patches on the internal walls around your window frames!
This cannot happen with Masterframe Windows.
To prevent moisture ingress, every Masterframe window
has foam pads specially designed to the shape of your
frame sections. These pads will compress when the frame
and cill sections are screwed together, which means a
compact and effective barrier to moisture ingress.
This costs more, but since inventing the pads in 1994, our
box sash windows have never failed our customers.
In addition, the brush piles are cut back to prevent them
acting as wicks and drawing water into your home …and
as a final preventative measure for your complete peace of
mind, we add a short silicone seal as well.
We will not take any chances with your home. By spending
extra on the manufacturing process, we are protecting you
from the inconvenience and disappointment you would feel if
your walls became damp after installation of your windows.

Strong windows are crucial, thick steel is required.
Many extrusion companies who design and manufacture
profiles will recommend that your sashes to be fully
reinforced. This is to prevent deflection in windy weather and
to strengthen the sashes so they are capable of carrying the
weight of the glass, and providing a strong secure fixing for
the handles, latches, and other components.

Sadly, not ALL companies follow these guidelines and
some will reduce costs by removing this unseen
reinforcement, or by using it very sparingly, which could
leave you with a bill for repair or worse , it could cause you,
your family or friends an injury.
EVERY piece of sash on Masterframe windows has a length
of reinforcement that is a full 1.5mm thick, not the 1mm to
1.2mm that is sometimes offered by others. This gives you
much improved strength, greater safety and is the reason
why our windows are substantially heavier than most others
…they have superior strength and are simply built to last.
Balances …get 30% extra lift FREE, use balances that
help lift the window.
These are what make your sash windows work, just as the
weights did in the original windows.
Originally, on timber windows, the weight of the glass and
sash was counterbalanced by a lead weight on the end of a
cord. This meant that wooden windows would be easy to
open, as they were loose in the rebate (when not painted
shut) and remain in the position required because the sash
was equal to the lead weights and therefore counter
balanced.
Little or no effort was necessary to move the sash because
there is no friction between the sash and the frame, which
is why they were often draughty and rattled.
Today, manufacturers have 5 types of balances to choose
from to open the windows.
Each is designed for the purpose and each requires greater
or lesser effort (muscle power) to raise or lower the sash…
• Clock springs or constant force balances
• Block and tackle or cord and pulley balances
• Wind up (Alumatilt) balances
• Pretensioned Spirals (Ultralift)
• Double springs and spirals (TORSO)
Whilst some manufacturers import goods from the USA
direct, we source all our balances from a company that
specialises in making balances, indeed they make each of
the 5 types of balance listed and this is a summary of their
experiences…

If lighter sashes can be dangerous, then those exceeding
the safety limits could cause very serious problems, which
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Clock springs are exactly that
A little like a metal tape measure on its side, which unfolds
when the windows are operated. Coupled with larger
weights when required, they are used extensively in
America for secondary or ultra lightweight windows. Tested
to AMA (American Manufactures Association) they are not
expected to exceed more than 3,000 opening cycles. Very
competitive, but our balance manufacturer refuse to import
them into the UK as they are simply not sturdy enough for
the UK market.

This means they are immensely reliable and in
general offer 30% extra lift
When being tested for a Post Office Counters project they
exceeded 50,000 cycles or simulated 68 years life
expectancy if opened twice a day …(actually they switched
off the machine after 180,000 cycles!).
The Torso balance is the premier of all balances, perfect for any
size of window, and as such is covered by a 10-year warranty.
Should you need detailed information, visit www.caldwell.co.uk

Block and Tackle
Again, extensively used in the USA on small lightweight
windows. A nylon cord approx 2mm in diameter, wrapped
around a pulley system and encased in a three sided
channel, these balances are not expected to exceed 3,000
cycles and, again, not imported to the UK by our balance
manufacturer.

Wind-ups or Alumatilt
This is a lightweight continuous tube, encasing a twisted
metal rod. These balances are sturdy, and competitive.
However, because they need to be “wound up” they retain
a twisted force throughout their 5,000 cycles. This can lead
to frequent adjustments normally demonstrated when a
sash is opened and it drops a couple of inches by itself! A
2-year warranty is average for a product that is highly likely
to require adjustment throughout its life.

Pre-tensioned Spirals or Ultralift
A smooth operating balance, with the tension “factory set”
or pre-tensioned. These sturdy balances, are designed for
weights up to 27kgs. We have had these independently
tested at the BBA to exceed 20,000 cycles (that’s over 25
years if opened twice a day). A 10-year warranty for this
reliable, factory set balance is entirely justified.

Double springs and spirals or TORSO.
The Rolls Royce of balances!
Designed by a Dutchman in 1946, they epitomise great
engineering. Individually manufactured in 0.5kg increments
(1lb), and tailored for perfect lengths, these balances have
two springs; one wound clockwise, the other anti clockwise.
So as a sash is opened, one spring is getting longer and the
other compressing, getting shorter …counterbalancing each
other for their entire life.

Balance retaining clips …Avoiding service calls
Goods in transit are liable to move about. It’s natural and
impossible to prevent, be it movement in the factory,
delivery vehicle or just the fitters installing the window.
Not surprisingly then, sometimes the balance springs would
slip off the “shoe” slide designed to connect the balance
and sash together.
When the balance slips off, it means a service call and the
window being inoperable because only one side is being lifted.
With every window of ours, the balances are held firmly in
place with a retaining clip that once snapped into position
locks the balance in place for life.
You will never need a service engineer to make any
adjustments because the balances have become detached.

Foam baffles -Resisting the strongest winds
Old sash windows did not have any seals. They relied on
the wood being manufactured to a snug fit.
Unfortunately over the years the frames would warp or
swell, or get painted shut or have bits planed off so they
end up rattling and draughty. Modern materials are
expected to retain their shape forever, without needing to
be planed or painted.
Modern window sections are extruded with small retaining
channels for brush piles to be inserted around the edges of
the sashes. However, the winds will find any weak spots!
That’s why when we test our windows in extreme
conditions (our windows are installed in the Lands End
Hotel and Outer Hebrides) and we find a soft spot, we go
on to invent a solution …in this case foam baffles.
Every Masterframe window is fitted with foam baffles as
standard, irrespective of where in the country they are
being installed.

A two stage keep

Pole eyes

Scrolls

Today we live in homes that are to all intents and purposes
“sealed boxes”, often with inadequate ventilation, which
can cause breathing difficulties, stuffy poor air quality and
above all a lack of oxygen.

It is vital therefore that your home gets good ventilation.
Original box sashes provided “natural background
ventilation”…otherwise known as draughts!
Architects and Local Authorities suggest that vents should
be added to ensure the air is freshened regularly, and they
recognise and approve two-stage “keeps in lieu of trickle
vents (In replacements).
This is great news, as these keeps are far less unsightly
than vents and do not detract from the authentic
appearance we strive to achieve. Remember sash windows
are the most efficient at changing air than ANY other style
of window. Why? -Because of convection.
As warm air rises, it draws cooled (heavier) air into the room
from outside which pushes the warmer, lighter air higher.
This circulation is very efficient and is only provided by sash
windows. By fully opening top and bottom sashes, this
style of window will replace the average room of air every
20 minutes, so keeping the room fresher, cooler and
improving breathing whilst you sleep!

Thirty per cent more draft resistant…
Brush Pile with Central Fin
Again, nothing standard about the brush piles being used.
Our windows even have a brush pile with a special central
plastic strip designed to retain its shape far longer than less
costly piles, and increase the resistance to draughts by an
extra 30%..
Safe removal of sashes even when the sofa has to go
through the window
To make the job of installation easier (and handy if you need
to move furniture through a window), there are two-part
pivot bars fitted to your windows. These metal brackets are
designed to allow sashes to be quickly and safely removed
and easily reinstalled. Please speak to Masterframe if
instructions are required.
Get the right handle, with a choice of Pole Eyes,
Scrolls or D Handles
The pole eye is fitted to the centre of the top sash
(hook and pole can be supplied if required). Alternatively a
D–Handle can be fitted to the outside of the underside of
the top sash.
Scroll handles are fitted to the bottom of the lower sash
(please check with the installation team they are positioned
as you require them, both for operational use and to suit
the Georgian Bar pattern).

Warning Labels …so you don’t bump your head!
We want you to be safe, which is why we add a warning
label to every window. Windows have tilt restrictors or
safety stays, but a newcomer may be surprised to find they
tilt inwards, so it’s far better to be safe than sorry!
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Designed with passion, built with integrity,
totally committed to sash windows, and proud to be:Winners of the G08 award as "Fabricator of the year"
Winner of the G07 award for energy Efficiency
Winners of the GO6 award as “Fabricator of the year”
Winners of the GO5 awards for Energy Efficiency Products and Customer Care Initiatives
Energy Saving Trust, Recommended Products.
Secured by Design, Endorsed Products.
British Board of Agrément Whole of life, tested and approved.
Members of the Glass and Glazing Federation
British Fenestration Rating Council (Energy Rating A-C)
1.2 u value achievable

4 Crittall Road
Witham
Essex
CM8 3DR
Fax: 01376 510 400
Tel: 01376 510 410
email: sales@masterframe.co.uk

For further information on our products please refer to Masterframe’s specification guide.

